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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Teamwork in primary health care has been encouraged in New Zealand and in the international literature. It may improve work satisfaction for staff, and satisfaction and outcomes for patients. Teamwork may be classified as being multi-, inter- or transdisciplinary and is likely to be influenced by the nature of the work and the organisational context.

AIM: To describe and analyse teamwork between general practitioners and practice nurses in New Zealand.

METHODS: Data were drawn from a survey of general practices and from interviews with primary health care staff and management.

RESULTS: Doctors and nurses in general practice in New Zealand see themselves as a team. Evidence suggests that the nature of the work and the business context most often leads to a multidisciplinary style of teamwork. Some providers have adopted a more intense teamwork approach, often when serving more disadvantaged populations or in caring for those with chronic illnesses.

DISCUSSION: Concepts of teamwork differ. This article provides a classification of teams and suggests that most general practice teams are multidisciplinary. It is hoped that this will help personnel to communicate their expectations of a team and encourage progressive team development where it would be of value.
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Background

A number of studies have shown a positive connection between health service teamwork and outcomes. An Australian study of general practices found that a better team climate predicted job satisfaction for staff and satisfaction with care for patients. A US study found that the physical and mental health of Medicare beneficiaries was better at primary care practices with higher team function, another documented improvements in two settings where high team cohesiveness was achieved, and a third showed better health.
care outcomes with multidisciplinary teams. A systematic review found that multidisciplinary teamwork improved outcomes in managing chronic disease and complex cases.

The 2001 PHCS encouraged greater teamwork in primary health care and supported a wider role for PNs. It changed the government subsidy for primary health care from GP-based fee-for-service to capitation, partly to encourage task-substitution by nurses, and it provided funds for a variety of nurse-led activities. The 2007 Health Discussion Paper also promoted teamwork and emphasised the use of nurses to provide case management for those with chronic conditions.

What is meant by teamwork? An accepted definition of a team from the management literature is ‘a small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a purpose, performance goals, and an approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.’ Doctors and nurses working together in accordance with their professional norms would fulfil this description, except that, in hierarchical teams—common in general practice—junior members may be reluctant to hold senior members (e.g. owners or partners) to account.

Teams vary and Korner, studying rehabilitation centres, distinguishes teams which are multidisciplinary (‘…professionals work in parallel with clear role definitions, specified tasks and hierarchical lines of authority… only problem cases are discussed at team meetings’) and interdisciplinary (‘…teams meet regularly … to discuss and collaboratively set treatment goals … and jointly carry out treatment plans. [Members] are ideally on the same hierarchical level…’). Staff in interdisciplinary teams reported better team function and higher work satisfaction. Choi and Pak, after a review of the literature, identified a third category, ‘transdisciplinary’—‘integrating the natural, social and health sciences in an humanities context and transcending their traditional boundaries and encouraging the emergence of new ideas.’

Poulton found that four key team processes accounted for 23% of the variation in the effectiveness of primary care; the processes were: shared objectives; a quality focus; participative decision making; and an openness to innovation. A study analysing the international literature suggested that more equitable and less hierarchical team models would generate better patient outcomes.

A review of the literature on teams in health care by Lemieux-Charles and McGuire concluded that the nature of a team is affected by the structure of the work (‘task design’) and by the context.

The task design in general practice in New Zealand typically involves short interactions with patients/clients who present with a wide variety of problems. GPs may work by themselves, undertaking all clinical tasks. Traditionally, the PN may prepare the patient for the consultation (e.g. recording vital signs, etc.) and follow-up (e.g. wound care or health education). More recently PNs have taken on independent work including the management of chronic conditions and consultations for certain categories of patient.

The context for PHC is practices which are usually small and most commonly owned by the GP (or GPs). We will use this understanding of team type, task design and context to discuss PHC teamwork in New Zealand. Our data and discussion are confined to GPs and PNs and does not address teams with a more disparate membership. The paper presents the data under the following headings: the reported experience of teamwork, nurses’ work, and type of teamwork.

**WHAT GAP THIS FILLS**

**What we already know:** General practitioners and practice nurses work together, with the nurses taking on an increased proportion of the work. Team relationships are important to efficient function.

**What this study adds:** The type of teamwork is affected by task design and context. General practitioners and practice nurses work as a multidisciplinary team; more intense models of teamwork have advantages, particularly for chronic disease management and when population-based approaches are adopted.
Results

1. Reported experience of teamwork

Practice managers, GPs and PNs were asked ‘Do the doctors, nurses and other clinicians in the practice operate as a team (defined as each person seen as an equal but contributing according to their knowledge and experience)?’ and were given the options: ‘yes’; ‘partially’; and ‘hardly at all’. A large and similar percentage (around 80%) of each group answered ‘yes’ and most of the remainder (around 19%) answered ‘partially’ (Table 1). PNs working in non-GP-owned practices were more likely to answer ‘yes’, as were GPs in practices affiliated with a Maori organisation.

2. Nurses’ work in PHC

The PN survey asked nurses to estimate the percentage of time that they spent in each of 10 specified activities (Table 2). In viewing the distribution of nurses’ time across tasks, it will be noted that independent work (consultations, triage and chronic care management) took up less than a third (31.7%) of their time. Most (63.4%) was spent on administrative or patient-contact work delegated by the practice or by an individual GP.

GPs were asked about the expansion of the nurse’s role. The great majority indicated that they had encouraged the nurses in the practice to expand their role (98.8%), the nurses had taken up the opportunity (98.5%), this had improved GP work satisfaction (95.5%) and freed up GP time (94.3%), and led to increased efficiency (95.8%).

The practices surveyed reported their complement of PNs and GPs (as FTEs); on average there were 0.98 PNs for each GP.

3. Type of teamwork

The task design in many practices leads GPs and PNs to work separately, with a brief interaction to ensure that an accurate transfer of care occurs when a patient is seen by both.

In the survey, GPs were asked how often they would discuss a case with a PN; the average per-
Encouraging a higher level of teamwork could increase the satisfaction of both patients and the general practice workforce, improve outcomes and engender innovative solutions to community health problems.

A qualitative Wellington-based study found that GPs and PNs believed that teamwork was impaired when work was divided into task-based components, while it was improved by setting aside uninterrupted time for meetings, mutual respect, and GPs (as well as PNs) being on salary. These findings imply advantages to interdisciplinary teamwork, with PNs being accepted as independent professionals.

One barrier to the full use of PNs appears to be the reluctance of GPs based on tradition, and a desire to retain personal responsibility for patient care. A study conducted in Sweden, where PHC teamwork is well established, identified a high level of ambivalence towards it among GPs. Most indicated approval of teamwork but had reservations about the advantages: teamwork could reduce work demands but
required unproductive team meetings; it was a relief to share responsibility (and services could be extended) but this required giving up the position of leadership; the GP could concentrate on medical matters but had to give up the role of generalist who had a complete overview of the patient’s situation; and it was desirable to benefit from the expertise of others but it entailed a loss of control.

There is also evidence that some PNs are unwilling to expand their role and that this is often associated with a lack of support and training. Just as doctors are trained to be independent, so nurses have been trained to accept hierarchy and bureaucratic rule-following. In addition, patients may not see PNs as independent professionals. In a recent small qualitative study in Wellington, a patient stated ‘...the nurse is just a sort of reporter, isn’t she, for the doctor.’

Nevertheless, some practices, mainly those serving more deprived communities, appear to have taken teamwork to a higher level. We suggest that there are two mechanisms for this. First, both GPs and PNs are often salaried in these practices so that the power differential is reduced. Second, they may see the main task, not as the care of individual patients, but as the care of the community. With this focus, planning the services and the coordination of each person’s work—both of which are necessarily team activities—become key functions. While the nurses may defer to doctors on some clinical issues, there is no reason for them to defer in matters relating to interaction with the community, seeking out groups with unmet needs and devising new strategies to boost community health. Indeed, these activities may be seen as transdisciplinary and not merely interdisciplinary.

Similarly, those who have adopted Wagner’s Chronic Care Model typically encourage their interdisciplinary teams to ‘huddle’ each morning to set goals and distribute tasks for the care of the patients to be seen that day.

Encouraging a higher level of teamwork could increase the satisfaction of both patients and the general practice workforce, improve outcomes and engender innovative solutions to community health problems.

More collaborative teamwork will accompany or might be assisted by:

- redesigning the nurse’s role away from allocated tasks towards full patient care
- mentoring GPs and PNs in the development of safe and effective teams
- providing accessible and affordable training for actual and potential PNs
- supporting wider adoption of a population-based approach to allow a re-conception of the structure and function of the PHC team.

Caution is required—in New Zealand most practices are small (mean three GPs; median one GP) and may more closely resemble families than teams within a large organisation. The style of teamwork may be affected by human relationships and personalities as much as by tradition, task design and context. It may not be desirable to replace a well-functioning multidisciplinary team with a dysfunctional transdisciplinary one.

The data used in this paper have some limitations. Questions were not designed to distinguish team type. The response rates were low—it is possible that more conservative practices would have been less likely to respond and that the development of PN/GP teamwork was less advanced than our figures would suggest. Finally, the data were collected in 2006/7—a more recent study describes a practice with a majority of consultations undertaken independently by nurses.

**Conclusions**

Better teamwork improves staff satisfaction and patient outcomes. Teamwork between GPs and PNs in New Zealand is multidisciplinary and hierarchical, rather than inter- or transdisciplinary. This is reinforced by the nature of primary care work and the business structure of general practices. Practices that embrace a population-based approach to health care and adopt the chronic care model may more easily adopt enhanced doctor/nurse teamwork.
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